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BRAINSTORMING WORKSHEET: LANDSCAPE AND HARDSCAPE 

This sheet is meant to inspire your thought processes for what elements you would like to have incorporated into your 
landscape design.  These thoughts and ideas will help your landscape designer create the best plan possible for your site.  The 
more information from you initially, the better your landscape plan will be.  Please fill out thoroughly, based on your wants and 
needs, and have ready for your scheduled appointment.  Please note: there are 2 pages. 

**ASTERISKED & BOLDED items are CRUCIAL INFORMATION to your design.  Please fill out these items completely.   
Thank You! 
 
**HAVE SURVEY or PLAT PLAN?  Yes No 
 
**HAVE SEPTIC FIELD DIAGRAM OR PERMIT? Yes No 
 
**PROPERTY LINES FLAGGED or MARKED? Yes No 
 
**PRIORITIES ARE:  (rank in order of importance) 
 FRONT yard  BACK yard  SIDE yard(s) or    other elements including: 
 
 
PLANTS TO INCLUDE: 
 
 
 
PLANTS NOT TO INCLUDE: 
 
 
 
TRANSPLANTS: 
(To keep from existing landscape) 
 
 
HARDSCAPE FEATURES TO POSSIBLY INCLUDE:    (circle all that may apply) 

 
 Deck  Hot Tub  Arbor or Trellis  Lighting  Please List any others: 
 Patio  Irrigation Dry Stack Stone Walls Boulders    
 Gazebo  Columns Swimming Pool  Screen Porch 
 Sidewalks Fences  Retaining Walls  Kids or Pets Areas 
 Driveway Fountains Fish or Lily Ponds Putting Greens  
 
PREFERENCES:   (circle or fill in as applicable) 
**Landscape BUDGET range is: ($5K or less) ($5K to $10K) ($10K to $20K) ($20K +) or don’t know 
 
**SEPTIC SYSTEM:  Yes or  No        If Yes, tank & lines are located where?________________________ 
 
**INSTALLATION:  DO-IT-YOURSELFER or will CONTRACT our PART or will CONTRACT out ALL. 
Size of property or number of acres to incorporate into plan:   #_________________________________ 
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Plan to work on landscape:  in PHASES over several seasons/years or ALL at once. 
 
Favorite COLORS are:____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Would like ANNUAL or PERENNIAL color or a COMBINATION of both. 
 
PERENNIALS:  for a cutting garden?  or just part of landscape? 
 
DESIGN STYLE:  Formal (rectilinear & structured)  or  INFORMAL (curvilinear & natural) 
 
MAINTENANCE:  enjoy working in yard (moderate to high maintenance)  or 
  do not enjoy working in yard (low maintenance) 
 
PRIVACY:  would like a NATURAL border or hedge row, or a STRUCTURAL fence or wall,   
 or a combination of both. 
 
DRAINAGE:  appear to have NO drainage issues, or YES we have drainage issues. 
 
PARKING:  would like ADDITIONAL parking areas or would like a TURN-AROUND added to existing drive. 
 
Planning to REMODEL or ADD the following to site or house now or sometime in the future: 
 
 
HOUSE:  this is a PERMANENT residence (for many years) or 
 this is a TRANSITION residence (plan to sell in future). 
 
CHILDREN:  #_________ of children, ages:_____________ living at home to consider or 
       there are NO children at home. 
 
PETS:  #_____________ of outside pets to consider in landscape or there are NO pets. 
 
QUESTIONS or OTHER THOUGHTS for DESIGNER: 
 
 
   
 
 
 


